Although several semi-supervised learning models have been proposed for English event extraction, there are few successful stories in Chinese due to its special characteristics. In this article, we propose a novel minimally supervised model for Chinese event extraction from multiple views. Besides the traditional pattern similarity view (PSV), a semantic relationship view (SRV) is introduced to capture the relevant event mentions from relevant documents. Moreover, a morphological structure view (MSV) is incorporated to both infer more positive patterns and help filter negative patterns via morphological structure similarity. An evaluation of the ACE 2005 Chinese corpus shows that our minimally supervised model significantly outperforms several strong baselines.
INTRODUCTION
As a key task in information extraction, event extraction is to recognize event mentions of predefined event types and their arguments. Although event extraction has been greatly studied in the literature, most of the articles focus on English [Liao and Grishman 2010b; Hong et al. 2011; Riloff 2011, 2012; Lu and Roth 2012; Li et al. 2013b; Nguyen and Grishman 2015; Bronstein et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2015] and only a few [Chen and Ji 2009a; Chen and Ng 2012; Li et al. 2013a; Li and Zhou 2016] address Chinese due to the special characteristics in Chinese event extraction.
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In this article, we propose a novel minimally supervised model on Chinese event extraction which only needs a few seed triggers, fewer than the numbers of seed patterns in previous semi-supervised models. Besides the traditional pattern similarity view, a semantic relationship view is introduced to capture related event mentions from relevant documents, replacing the traditional document relevance view. Moreover, another effective view, the morphological structure view, is introduced to form a co-training strategy, which can both infer more positive patterns and help filter negative patterns via morphological structure similarity. Evaluation on the ACE 2005 Chinese corpus shows that our model outperforms several strong baselines.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews task definition and related work. Section 3 describes our motivation. Section 4 introduces multiple views employed in our model. Section 5 describes our minimally supervised model on Chinese event extraction from multiple views. Section 6 reports the experimental results. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.
TASK DEFINITION AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we first introduce the task definition of event extraction, and then overview related work.
Task Definition
To better understand the event extraction task defined in the ACE evaluations, we list some terms:
Entity: An object or a set of objects in one of the semantic categories of interest, such as person name, time, or location. An entity mention is a reference to an entity. Event: A specific occurrence involving participants and attributes. An event mention is a reference to an event. Trigger: The main word that most clearly expresses the occurrence of an event, so that recognizing an event can be recast as identifying a corresponding trigger. A trigger mention is a reference to a trigger. Argument: An entity mention involved in an event. Argument role: The relation of an argument to an event in which it participates. Event Pattern: The representation of a specific event type. The relation between a trigger and its arguments is a common representation, such as pairwise (e.g., Subject-Verb, Verb-Object) Jurafsky 2008, 2009] , SVO (SubjectVerb-Object) [Yangarber et al. 2000; Balasubramanian et al. 2013] , chain [Sudo et al. 2001] , subtree [Sudo et al. 2003 ] and complex pattern [Liu and Strzalkowski 2012] .
Take the following sentence as an example: S1: 1998 (A1: Time) (A2: Attacker) (E1: Attack) (A3: Target) • (In 1998 (A1: Time) , terrorists (A2: Attacker) assaulted (E1: Attack) America Embassy in Kenya (A3: Target).)
Given this example, a Chinese event extraction system should identify one event mention, triggered by the verb (assault) whose event type is Attack, with three arguments, 1998 (the year 1998), (terrorist) and (America Embassy in Kenya), fulfilling the roles of Time, Attacker, and Target, respectively.
In most supervised models, the event extraction task consists of two subtasks: trigger extraction and argument extraction. However, almost all previous work on semi-supervised event extraction only concern trigger extraction due to the lack of annotated data. Therefore, this article also focuses on trigger extraction.
Semi-Supervised Event Extraction
Most previous work on event extraction focus on supervised model. While earlier studies focus on sentence-level extraction [Ahn 2006; Chen and Ng 2012] , later studies employ higher-level information, such as cross-event [Liao and Grishman 2010b] , crossentity [Hong et al. 2011] , cross-document [Ji and Grishman 2008] , and relevant event [Li and Zhou 2016] information. Moreover, neural network approaches are preliminarily introduced for event extraction, such as CNN (convolutional neural network) [Nguyen and Grishman 2015] and DMCNN (dynamic multi-pooling convolutional neural network) [Chen et al. 2015] .
As for semi-supervised model, almost all previous work concerns English event extraction, from either the document relevance view or the pattern similarity view.
The document relevance view [Yangarber et al. 2000 ] assumes that relevant documents always contain some shared patterns, which can be extracted to identify a specific event type or a particular IE scenario, and are very likely to contain further positive patterns.
1 Normally, document-relevance-view-driven semi-supervised models start with several seed patterns (without corpus annotation) and use bootstrapping to extract more patterns. In each iteration, seed patterns are first applied to identify relevant documents. Then, pattern candidates are extracted from relevant documents and ranked via comparison with their occurrence in irrelevant documents. Finally, top-ranked patterns are added to the set of patterns. Yangarber [2003] further refined the document relevance view by introducing multiple learners into the bootstrapping procedure and the final decision was decided by the combination of multiple learners on different event types.
As an alternative, Stevenson and Greenwood [2005] proposed the pattern similarity view, which estimated the similarities of the pattern candidates to those accepted patterns, and ranked the pattern candidates according to their similarities. Finally, the top-ranked n pattern candidates were added to the set of accepted patterns.
Normally, bootstrapping on the document relevance view tends to accept negative patterns with a high occurrence frequency in relevant documents and thus leads to low precision. To address this problem, Liao and Grishman [2010a] integrated a pattern similarity metric into the document-centric bootstrapping procedure as a filter to eliminate those negative patterns. Liao and Grishman [2011] further applied some information retrieval techniques to discover relevant documents. Bronstein et al. [2015] took the example triggers mentioned in the ACE English Annotation Guidelines for Events as seeds, and then applied an event-independent similarity-based classifier for trigger labeling. Moreover, they used WordNet to expand the trigger set of a specific event type.
To our knowledge, only two articles in the literature concern semi-supervised Chinese event extraction. Chen and Ji [2009a] applied various types of cross-lingual features in bootstrapping procedure to extract events. With the help of over 500 annotated seed event mentions in 100 documents, they achieved the performance of 35% in F1-score whereas F1-scores of 50%-60% are common for English semi-supervised event extraction. This indicates the great challenge in semi-supervised Chinese event extraction. Li et al. [2014] introduced various types of linguistic knowledge-driven event inference mechanisms to further improve the performance of a semi-supervised Chinese event extraction system. However, their focus is event inference, not semi-supervised model.
MOTIVATION
The key to minimally supervised event extraction is to design appropriate views. However, two effective views in English event extraction, i.e., the document relevance view and the pattern similarity view, fail to work effectively in Chinese event extraction due to the specific characteristics of Chinese language. In particular, there are three kinds of special issues in minimally supervised Chinese event extraction.
Lexical Issues. Normally, a pairwise event pattern consists of a trigger, its arguments and the relationship between them. Since trigger is the core of an event pattern, trigger inference is the key clue to extract more patterns. Due to the compositional nature of Chinese language in lexical form, the triggers in the Chinese event are much more diverse than those in the English. Li and Zhou [2012] reported that given the same number of event mentions, there were 30% more different triggers in Chinese than those in English. This difference explains the low recall in those supervised Chinese event extraction systems [Chen and Ji 2009b; Li and Zhou 2012] .
Normally, previous semi-supervised models in the English event extraction depend on an amount of high-quality seed patterns (e.g., 34 patterns for Attack events in Liao and Grishman [2010a] ) to cover relevant documents as much as possible and thus distinguish positive patterns from negative patterns in relevant documents. This means that, due to the trigger diversity, Chinese event extraction may need more seed patterns to achieve the same coverage of relevant documents as English. However, manually identifying triggers is time-consuming, sometimes tricky. Thus, how to automatically expand Chinese triggers from a small set of seed triggers becomes critical for the success of Chinese event extraction.
Syntactic Issues. While most previous studies use subject or direct object as the path to connect a trigger and its arguments, the others employ SRL (Semantic Role Labeling) tools to generate the predicate-argument representation (e.g., Predicate-Arg0), which is proven helpful to discover the relationship between a trigger and its arguments in English. However, in Chinese, the order of words in a sentence is rather agile for its open and flexible structure, and different orders might express the same meaning due to the semantics-driven nature of Chinese language. For example, sentences " " and " " (One person died.) have the same meaning. Besides, long sentences are a common phenomenon in Chinese due to the much wider and looser usage of commas. This results in much lower performance in Chinese syntactic parsers and SRL tools than that in English and thus significantly harms the performance in Chinese event extraction. Thus, a more appropriate formalism is necessary to represent the relationship between a trigger and its arguments in Chinese.
Discoursal Issues. Normally in event extraction, most of the relevant event mentions in a discourse surround a specific topic. Therefore, discourse is often a basic unit to understand the meaning of those relevant event mentions, especially in Chinese for the broad range of ellipsis in Chinese texts. For example, Kim [2000] found that overt syntactic subjects occupy over 96% in English, while this percentage drops to only 64% in Chinese. This also explains the limitation of current subject/direct object and predicate-argument representations in Chinese event extraction, as addressed in the above-mentioned syntactic issue. As a result, many event mentions (e.g., nominal trigger) may miss key arguments (e.g., event roles act as agent or patient) to form useful patterns in pattern matching. Therefore, it is critical to correctly address those event mentions with missing arguments for the success of Chinese event extraction, especially in semi-supervised setting due to the limited amount of seed patterns.
In this article, we address the lexical and discoursal issues from multiple views described in Section 4. For the syntactic issues, we embed them in seed pattern selection described in Section 5.1. In the following two sections, we first introduce three distinct views, i.e., the traditional pattern similarity view, the semantic relationship view, and the morphological structure view, and then embed them into a bootstrapping procedure to extract event patterns.
MULTIPLE VIEWS
To address the lexical and discoursal issues, we propose two more effective views, the semantic relationship view and the morphological structure view, besides the traditional pattern similarity view. In each view, we rank all pattern candidates on different perspectives and select the top-ranked n pattern candidates as accepted patterns. Hence, each view can be regarded as a method to extract event patterns, depending on different language-driven motivations.
Pattern Similarity View (PSV)
The traditional PSV ranks pattern candidates according to how similar their pattern structures are to those accepted patterns. Similar to previous studies, we adopt a triple-style template for event patterns as follows:
<trigger, entity type, their dependency path> which consists of a trigger, the entity type of its argument candidate and the dependency path from the trigger to the argument candidate. For example, event mention S1 in Section 2.1 can be extracted three event patterns as follows: < (assault), TIME, tmod>, < (assault), PER, nsubj> and < (assault), PER, dobj> for three arguments, i.e., 1998
(the year 1998), (terrorist) and (America Embassy in Kenya), where TIME and PER (person) are entity types, and tmod, nsubj, and dobj are dependency relations to refer adjectival modifier, nominal subject and direct object.
Especially, we refine the ranking score of tranditional PSV, i.e., I score (p), for pattern candidate p as follows, based on Liao and Grishman [2010a] : 
where Dis(tri p ,tri s ) is the distance between the sememes of triggers tri p and tri s , in HowNet's sememe hierarchical architecture, with parameter φ assigned 0.75 following Liu and Li [2002] . It is worthy to note that the multiplication is adopted in Equation (1) to combine three similarity scores because it does not need any annotated data to tune the parameters, which used in Liao and Grishman [2010a] . Besides, for each pattern candidate, we select the maximal value of this candidate and the accepted patterns as the ranking 2 4.3% of triggers do not have sememes in HowNet and we assign 0 to their similarity scores. score of traditional PSV, because there is a high probability that a pattern candidate will be a accepted pattern if it is similar to any accepted patterns.
Semantic Relationship View (SRV)
Although the traditional document relevance view has been greatly employed in English event extraction, it still suffers from the low coverage of retrieving relevant documents when only a few seed patterns are available. Actually, most event mentions in a document (or more precisely, discourse) surround a specific topic and have the intrinsic relationship. In this article, we introduce a semantic relationship view (SRV) to capture relevant event mentions by integrating those isolated bootstrapping procedures on each event type into a unified one. In particular, SRV regards a set of relevant event types as a supertype for bootstrapping and extracts patterns for each supertype. All 33 event types in the ACE 2005 Chinese corpus are divided into eight supertypes, as showed in Table I . We follow this division and only make a small change as follows: the event types Die and Injure are moved from the supertype Life to Conflict since these two event types often co-occur with the event type Attack and Demonstrate of the supertype Conflict.
The advantage of SRV is t hat it can boost the pattern extraction procedure for frequent co-occurrence of relevant event mentions. For example, if a Die event pattern is found in a document, this document is regarded as a relevant document. As a result, it is possible to infer an Attack event pattern since there is a high probability that these two events appear in the same document. Our statistics on the ACE 2005 Chinese corpus shows that the co-occurrence probabilities of Injure-Die and Attack-Die reach 72.4% and 70.6%, respectively. This result indicates the strong necessity of bootstrapping over relevant event types, whereas the traditional document relevance view fails to benefit from such inference.
In this paper, we apply Yangarber's metric [Yangarber et al. 2000] , which used in the traditional document relevance view, to rank pattern candidates, and the top-ranked candidates are added to the set of accepted patterns. Different from their work, we extract the patterns of all event types in a supertype, showed in Table I (the event types Die and Injure are moved from the supertype Life to Conflict in this article), at the same bootstrapping procedure to capture the knowledge of event relevance and document relevance. For example, all patterns of the Meet and Phone-Write events, which belong to the same supertype Contact, are extracted in the same bootstrapping procedure. That is, eight isolated bootstrapping procedures are used to form eight different SRVs to extract the patterns of different event supertypes and the algorithm of each isolated bootstrapping procedure is showed in Algorithm 2, mentioned in Section 5.2.
Given a few seed patterns, SRV formulates the ranking score R score (p) of pattern candidate p as follows.
where H(p) is the set of documents, which contain pattern candidate p, and Rel(d) is the relevance score of document d as follows.
where Rel'(d) is the relevance score of document d in the previous iteration. Initially Rel(d) is set to n if document d has n patterns in the set of accepted patterns S P .
Morphological Structure View (MSV)
One problem with the traditional PSV is that it fails to consider the sense shifting of a word in different contexts. This largely limits its contribution in expanding Chinese triggers. Moreover, an event type may contain more than one subtype and not all the triggers with the same event type have the same or similar meaning. For example, (come) and (go) are two distinct triggers of the event Transport, with different meanings. Therefore, another problem with PSV is that numerous triggers may be missed due to the limited coverage of seed triggers and their synonyms. To address the above problems in PSV, we introduce a morphological structure view (MSV) to further expand Chinese triggers and patterns.
To better understand the following Section, the term definitions are as follows:
Chinese Character. the logogram used in the writing of Chinese. In Standard Chinese, they are called Hanzi. For example, the standard ISO 10646:1993 defines 20902 Chinese characters (e.g., , ). Morpheme. The smallest grammatical unit in a language. In other words, it is the smallest meaningful unit of a language. Unlike English, most Chinese characters have their own meanings as morphemes (e.g., (die), (letter) and (good)). Chinese Word. The smallest element that may be uttered in isolation with semantic content. A Chinese word may consist of a single Chinese morpheme (e.g., (die)) or several (e.g., (marry)). Head Morpheme (HM). The morpheme serves as the governing semantic element in a word. For example, (marry) is the head morpheme of the word (newly married).
If a Chinese word contains more than one morpheme, its meaning can be frequently interpreted in terms of its composite morphemes. Hence, exploring the morphological structures of a Chinese word is a general principle to represent its compositional semantics. In this paper, a novel MSV is proposed to boost our minimally supervised model. Especially, MSV expands a trigger via its morphological structure and head morpheme.
Motivated by Li and Zhou [2012] , we adopt five types of morphological structures, i.e., Coordinative, Modifier-Head, Subject-Predicate, Predicate-Complement, and PredicateObject, into MSV, due to their dominance in compounding a two-morpheme trigger. That is, we only consider those two-morpheme triggers in the view MSV, because almost all Chinese triggers are single-morpheme or two-morpheme words. Espically, these five types of morphological structures are defined as follows: The implementation of the MSV view is as follows: First, we extract HMs from all seed triggers and their synonyms to represent the governing semantics of the triggers of a specific event type. Then, we apply HMs and morphological structures of Chinese words to expand more triggers and patterns. Finally, we apply MSV to boost the other two views by discovering more triggers, patterns and relevant documents in a cotraining strategy step by step. Figure 1 illustrates a sample of using HM (beat) to expand the event triggers and discover new patterns, and then find new relevant documents.
Algorithm 1 shows how to extract HMs and their morphological structures from the accepted patterns (triggers). In each iteration of the bootstrapping procedure, we extract the HMs from the seed triggers, their synonyms and the accepted triggers in the previous iteration.
In algorithm 1, Synonym(S) (line 6) obtains all synonyms set of the triggers in STri from TongYiCiCiLing, a Chinese synonym dictionary. Count(c) (Line 9) is to count the number of words w in W that w contains the HM c, and Morphs(c) returns the HM c and all morphological structures of the triggers which contain the HM c. WSim is defined in Section 4.1 and the threshold θ is set to 0.7, tuned on TongYiCiCiLing. TongYiCiCiLing is a Chinese synonym dictionary, containing 62638 Chinese words and their semantic classes. Since almost all Chinese triggers are verb or noun, we first extract all Chinese word pairs (single-morpheme word sw, multi-morpheme word mw containing sw) from TongYiCiCiLin when the Part-Of-Speechs (POSs) of words sw and mw are verb or noun. Then we use the function WSim() to compute the similarities of all those extracted word pairs. Finally, we set a threshold θ to achieve the best F1-score for synonym detection task when we assume that two words in a word pair are synonym when their similarity is larger than the threshold θ . Besides, we extract the morphological structures of Chinese words following Li and Zhou [2012] . 
C ←all morphemes in W 
MINIMALLY SUPERVISED MODEL FROM MULTIPLE VIEWS
In this section, we introduce a novel minimally supervised model for Chinese event extraction from the above-mentioned multiple views. It is worthwhile to emphasize that, compared with other semi-supervised models, our model only needs one seed trigger for each event type or subtype, without any predefined patterns and annotated data.
Seed Pattern Selection
To better address the syntactic issues, a general principle is to find a more appropriate representation from the deep semantic perspective in exploring the relationship between a trigger and its arguments. However, it is almost an impossible task due to the lack of in-depth study in deep semantic representation. Considering the sparseness of Chinese triggers and the flexibility of Chinese sentences, we avoid providing explicit paths between a trigger and its arguments manually. Instead, we adopt an examplebased approach by enumerating a few high-quality seed triggers with explicit meaning and high probability to trigger a specific event. If one sentence in the unlabeled data includes a seed trigger, we regard it as a candidate sentence, and extract the seed trigger, each entity mention and the dependency path between them as a seed pattern. Table II shows all 38 seed triggers for 33 distinct event types evaluated in this paper. Instead of dozens of predefined patterns required in previous studies, we just give one seed trigger to 30 event types and two or three seed triggers to 3 event types, without any predefined patterns. Due to some event types contains more than one subtype, we give two or three seed triggers to the event types Attack, Transport and Arrest-Jail. For example, the Attack event type contains many different attack actions, we assign one seed trigger to each of its major attack actions, i.e., military attack, group conflict and personal attack. The event type Arrest-Jail also includes two subtype, i.e., arrest and jail.
Minimally Supervised Model
In principle, the above-mentioned three views can complement each other in mining patterns from unlabeled data. On one hand, both PSV and MSV can identify patterns from documents not initially recognized as relevant, and they help SRV to increase the number of relevant documents. The disadvantage of SRV is that it cannot extract any patterns from those irrelevant documents. In contrast, both PSV and MSV can discover patterns from irrelevant documents. For example, PSV can find a pattern < (die), PER, nsubj> from an irrelevant document based on a known pattern < (die), PER, nsubj>, since these two patterns have a high similarity score. In the same way, MSV can extract a pattern < (serious injury), PER, nsubj> from an irrelevant document based on a known pattern < (slight injury), PER, nsubj>, since those two patterns have the same HM of triggers and a high similarity score. Those two extracted patterns can also be used by SRV via a co-training strategy. Hence, SRV will change the irrelevant documents containing these two patterns to relevant documents and further extract more patterns from such documents. On the other hand, SRV can also infer relevant event mentions from relevant documents and provide more triggers to boost the other two views.
Since these three views represent different perspectives in extracting patterns, we apply a co-training strategy to unify them into a minimally supervised model as Algorithm 2. PM H ←patterns who achieve the highest score in M score
17:
PR H ←patterns who achieve the highest score in R score
18:
PI H ←patterns who achieve the highest score in I score 19:
until A = Ø 22: end First, it is worthwhile to mention that since verb and noun dominate in triggering an event in Chinese, we only select them as candidate triggers, and enumerate candidate triggers, entity mentions in the same sentence and the dependency path between them as pattern candidates.
Second, it creates a set of pattern candidates CP from MSV. Here, the trigger of each pattern in CP must contain at least one HM appearing in HMS, the HM set extracted from the seed and accepted triggers. In each iteration, we first employ IdenHMs() (line 8) to extract the set of all HMs (HMS) in ith iteration, as described in Algorithm 1, and then use FindCP(hm,PS) (line 10) to build the pattern candidates CP from PS when their triggers contain any hm (hm ∈ HMS) and Equation (5) is satisfied.
where MorphStru(p) returns one of five morphological structures of the trigger tri p of pattern candidate p(tri p , ent p , dep p ), and MS(mh) returns all possible morphological structures of the triggers in the set of extracted patterns S p which contain mh. Third, we rank all pattern candidates from three views respectively (line 12-14). Especially, the ranking score of MSV for pattern candidate p derives from the similarity of the entity types and that of the dependency paths as follows:
where SS p is a subset of S p in which each pattern has the same HM and morphological structure as the trigger tri p of pattern candidate p(tri p , ent p , dep p ). All other symbols in Equation (6) are same as Equation (1). The ranking scores of the other two views are computed following Equations (1) and (3), respectively. Since MSV can help PSV filter the negative patterns whose triggers are similar to the seed triggers or extracted triggers, each candidate pattern p will be removed from I score when Equation (5) is not satisfied by using MH_Filter(I score ) (line 15). It is worthy to mention that when more than one pattern has the highest score in a view, all the patterns with the highest scores in three distinct views are accepted and added into S p (line 18-19) . To avoid accepting negative patterns from three views, we ignore all ranking scores whose values are less than 0.8, which tuned on a small set of annotated 10 documents.
Algorithm 2 repeats (line 8-19) until A becomes null. Finally, the set of all accepted patterns S P has been extracted from the unlabeled data.
Algorithm 2 is applied to each supertype in Table I one by one and there are eight isolated bootstrapping procedures. For each supertype, the algorithm can extract the patterns of its subordinate event types. Take the Conflict event for an example, the input is all predefined seed triggers of its subordinate event types, i.e., Attack, Demonstrate, Injure, and Die, and the output is the extracted patterns of the above four event types.
EXPERIMENTATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we first describe the experimental settings, and then evaluate our minimally supervised model on the ACE 2005 Chinese corpus. Finally, we give the analysis of the experimental results.
Experimental Setting
As the only available corpus in Chinese event extraction, the ACE 2005 Chinese corpus is used in all our experiments. This corpus contains 633 documents annotated with 33 predefined event types. Similar to previous studies, we treat event extraction simply as extracting 33 separate event types. To tune the parameters in this article, we annotated 10 documents selected from the Chinese Gigaword as our development set and this set contains 61 event mentions. Besides, we follow previous studies on the ACE 2005 corpus and report the performance of trigger-based event extraction. That is, a trigger is correctly identified if its position and event type match a reference trigger.
As for evaluation, we use the ground truth entities, time, and values annotated in the ACE 2005 Chinese corpus, and report the micro-average Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-score (F1), following the literature for fair comparison. Besides, all the sentences in the corpus are divided into words using a Chinese word segmentation tool (ICTCLAS) with all entities annotated in the corpus kept. We use Berkeley Parser and Stanford Parser to create the constituent and dependency parse trees.
Experimental Results
Since only one similar study [Chen and Ji 2009a ] on semi-supervised Chinese event extraction is available and its performance is low, we re-implement three systems following Yangarber et al. [2000] , Stevenson and Greenwood [2005] , and Liao and Grishman [2010a] . Our preliminary evaluation shows that directly applying the traditional DRV can only achieve 16.0% in F1-score when the subjects or direct objects in event mentions are used as the arguments in patterns. For better comparison, we modify them accordingly to match Chinese language by using our seed pattern selection mechanism. The following is a list of models compared in this article:
Baseline DRV. A self-training model based on the document relevance view following Yangarber et al. [2000] . To improve its performance, we use the pattern described in Section 4.1 to replace Yangarber's pattern. Baseline SRV. A self-training model based on our semantic relation view SRV. This model is similar to algorithm 2 after all pseudo-codes concerning PSV and MSV are removed. Baseline PSV. A self-training model on the pattern similarity view PSV following Stevenson and Greenwood [2005] . Since the similarity matrix is difficult to obtain for the lack of the similarities between the entities in Chinese, we modified their structural similarity measure to reflect some differences in pattern structure and use Equation (1). Baseline SRV+f . A self-training model on the View SRV with a pattern similaritybased filter of threshold 0.9, following Liao and Grishman [2010a] , the state-ofthe-art system in semi-supervised English event extraction. SEED. The model which only extracted those patterns containing predefined seed triggers.
MS/2V. Our model with only two views (SRV + PSV).

MS/3V. Our model with all three views (SRV + PSV + MSV).
We first extract patterns from test data in eight isolated bootstrapping procedures (eight event supertypes) following Algorithm 2, and then apply those extracted patterns to extract event mentions. To verify the effectiveness of our minimally supervised model to event extraction, we report the final results of event extraction. Table III compares the above models with Recall (R), Precision (P), and peak F1-score, following Liao and Grishman [2010a] . It shows that:
(1) Baseline SRV significantly (>>>) outperforms baseline DRV with the gain of 5.0% in F1-score. This suggests SRV can extract various patterns of a specific event type from their relevant events, especially given only one seed for each event type or subtype. (2) Baseline PSV significantly (>>>) performs better than SRV with the gain of 7.4% in F1-score, largely due to the improvement of 9.6% in recall. In comparison, Liao and Grishman [2010a] reported opposite results in English, due to the difference in the lexical level where the coverage of relevant documents in English is much larger than that in Chinese, given the same number of seed triggers. Moreover, the evidence that baseline SRV+f performs slightly worse than PSV in F1-score (49.5 vs 48.4) further indicates this issue. This result verifies the importance of the lexical issues in Chinese event extraction. (3) If we only use the seed triggers to extract patterns (SEED), it achieves the lowest F1-score of 32.1% with the only coverage of 20.3% in seed triggers. In contrast, this model achieves the highest precision of 77.1% and this result indicates most extracted patterns based on seed triggers are positive patterns and helpful to further expand more patterns. (4) Compared with the best baseline (baseline PSV), our MS/2V much (>>) improves the F1-score by 2.2%, mainly benefiting from the co-training strategy on the two views, PSV and SRV, which complement each other to extract patterns from different perspectives. (5) Compared with MS/2V, our MS/3V significantly (>>>) improves the performance by 6.7% in F1-score. This confirms the effectiveness of MSV. Further exploration shows that our algorithm identifies 126 HMs, each of which can infer at least one true trigger, covering 52.4% of triggers and 74.9% of trigger mentions in the ACE corpus. While MSV successfully expands 9.7% of new patterns, it also helps PSV remove 6.7% of negative patterns. This indicates MSV can both infer more patterns and help the other views remove negative patterns. (6) Compared with SRV+f, our MS/3V much (>>>) improves the F1-score by 10%, largely due to the significant improvement of the recall (25%). However, the precision of MS/3V is lower than that of SRV+f. This result does not indicate that our MS/3V cannot achieve a high precision. In our experiments, the precision of MS/3V can achieve 75.0% (Recall: 44.2%; F1-score: 55.6) if we reduce the iteration number to 11. That is, we can use the iteration number as a condition to control the balance between precision and recall. (7) Besides, although we use much fewer and simpler seed triggers than those in Chen and Ji [2009a] , our MS/3V significantly (>>>) outperforms their classifier-based semi-supervised model by 23.4% in F1-score (58.4% vs. 35.0%).
Error analysis shows that the pseudo-patterns returned by our MS/3V model mainly come from three sources:
(1) Lack of Predefined Patterns. Since the relationship between a trigger and its arguments is very diverse, we do not predefine any paths and accept all patterns which contain seed triggers as seed patterns. This accounts for 32% of pseudo-event mentions; Among them, almost 13% of them are lost in candidate pattern selection and the remaining 24% in the bootstrapping process.
Experimental Results on Typical Event Types and Sub-Corpora
To show the performance difference for distinct event types, four typical event types are selected for comparison in Table IV Besides, different event types have different numbers of event mentions. For example, the event Transport has 685 event mentions, while the numbers of event mentions for the events Acquit, Divorce, and Execute are less than 20. Hence the performance gaps between those event types with a few event mentions are quite large. Besides, our MS/3V achieves the highest F1-scores in three event types. However, it performs slightly worse than PSV in the event type Divorce, because this event type only has one trigger (divorce). To well evaluate different models, it is better to compare them on different corpora. Since the ACE 2005 Chinese corpus is the only available corpus in Chinese event extraction, we divide it into three subcorpora according to data sources, i.e., Broadcast News (BN), Newswire (NW), and WebLog (WL), which are much different in many aspects, such as quality, length, and style. Table V compares the performance of different models on different sub-corpora. It shows that both models MS/2V and MS/3V significantly outperform the best baseline PSV in all three sub-corpora, and the huge influence of MSV (MS/2V vs. MS/3V). It also shows that sub-corpus WL reports the worst F1-score due to the low quality and the low percentage of relevant documents, and that sub-corpus NW reports significantly better performance than sub-corpus BN due to the spoken nature of the BN sub-corpus.
CONCLUSIONS
The contribution of this article lies in two aspects: (1) we propose a novel minimally supervised model for Chinese event extraction from multiple views. With only one seed for each event type or subtype, our model significantly outperforms several strong baselines; (2) a semantic relationship view (SRV) is introduced to capture relevant event mentions from relevant documents, besides the traditional pattern similarity view (PSV). Moreover, a morphological structure view (MSV) is incorporated to both infer more patterns and help filter negative patterns via morphological structure similarity.
In future work, we will explore their adaptation in other languages, and introduce more views, e.g., the discourse-based inference view and the global knowledge view, to improve the performance of event extraction.
